The effect of experimental pleurodesis caused by aluminum hydroxide on lung and chest wall mechanics.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of a chemical sclerosing agent, aluminum hydroxide, on pleural remodeling and on respiratory mechanics in rats. Saline (2 mL) or aluminum hydroxide [2 mL (0.15 g/mL)] was instilled intrapleurally in anesthetized male rats. The animals were studied 7 or 30 days after the instillation. Respiratory system, lung, and chest wall elastic, resistive, and viscoelastic/inhomogeneous pressures were measured by the end-inflation occlusion method. We studied the pleural remodeling process by means of semiquantitative analysis of the induced inflammation and quantitative analysis of the collagen extracellular matrix component. The effects on the underlying lung were analyzed morphometrically. Chest wall elastic and viscoelastic pressures increased after aluminum hydroxide instillation independent of time after instillation. Pleural inflammation was observed 7 days after instillation, while pleural adherence with a marked increase in the type I/type III collagen ratio was present 30 days after instillation. Histological examination demonstrated no differences in lung parenchyma among the groups. In conclusion, the present model describes the establishment of pleurodesis by aluminum hydroxide, which thwarts the normal chest wall mechanical profile without inducing any changes in the underlying lungs. The results were disclosed by both mechanical and morphological evaluation of the pleural remodeling.